
Meet the Teacher - Denis Walsh



Today’s Agenda:
1. Our Class - Grade 4/5
2. Teaching Philosophies
3. Year’s Plan
4. Assessment 
5. Q&A

Today’s Key Points:
1. Who am I?
- I’m sure you’d like to know

2. Inclusive Education
- Our diverse class provides 

benefits and challenges to be 
addressed

3. The First Peoples Principles of 
Learning

- We incorporate these guidelines 
into all areas

4. Differentiated Instruction
- Our program is designed to fit 

the needs of all students
5. Our Program and Assessment
- We build everything from the 

BC curriculum to ensure 
balanced learning that meets 
government expectations



Our Class:
Mr. Walsh
December 1st, 1988

Teaching and Learning Values:
Child safety and emotional well-being, family communication, honesty, self-motivation, adventure, resilience, 
mutual respect, effort, accountability

About Me:
➢ Born and raised in North Vancouver, BC

○ Seymour Heights Elementary (K-7)
○ Windsor Secondary (8-12)

➢ Fifth born in a family of eight (4 boys, 4 girls)
➢ I enjoy singing, classical and opera, camping, puzzle games, 

video games, studying languages, world traveling and living 
abroad, being with and making new friends
Experience:

➢ Teaching in Japan with instruction in English 
○ 2013 - 2017 - Cram schools for preschool - grade 12
○ 2017 - 2018 - Full-day kindergarten/preschool

➢ Teaching background in BC 
○ Summer camps, day camps, drama, band, choir, 

private music instruction in voice, music theory, piano, 
guitar, bass, and saxophone

➢ University of British Columbia: Bachelor of Education (2020)
➢ University of British Columbia: Bachelor of Music (2011)
➢ Capilano University Music Transfer Program (2008)



Our Class: Impressions from September

● Our Main Goal: Classroom Community
○ Learn and follow classroom expectations
○ Show care, respect, and empathy for each other’s feelings
○ Respect ourselves, our schoolwork, and our effort

● Our Main Strength: Passion 
○ Engaged in wide variety of 

diverse interests
○ Forming diverse friendships 

and perspectives
○ Eager to participate and show 

off skills



Inclusive Education, Teaching to Diversity

Challenges
❏ Ensure all cultures and differences are accepted, supported, and 

represented in our words and actions, and lesson material
❏ Address different needs, learning styles, and ideas about things like:

- participation, homework, speaking out, asking questions, 
making comments, peer/teacher relationships, extra support,  
family communication, and anything else that may come up 

● A diverse classroom offers 
opportunity:
○ Wide base of knowledge, 

experiences, opinions, languages, 
acknowledgment of biases, 
empathy

Commitment to an inclusive 
classroom is part of all 
students’ personal and social 
competency. 

The classroom 
contract is a good 
start towards our 

commitment. We’ll 
update it as we 

define our 
community together. 



                                  First Peoples Principles of Learning (FPPoL)

The FPPoL are formed from education models developed by Indigenous groups both 
currently and historically, but are not representative of any singular society. 
They encompass the values of nature, identity, human rights, and respect, among others. 

For example - SOGI issues in Indigenous cultures predate the Canadian government’s equality rights 
(pre-settler roles for two spirit people of minority gender identities and sexual orientations exist diversely 
among Indigenous cultures).

● Fulfil the goals of certain stakeholders:
○ BC Diversity in schools policy
○ Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
○ Canada’s call to action
○ Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

These principles apply to all subjects, and are taken into 
consideration when planning for any unit or lesson. We will cover 
them in detail in a social studies unit.

Exploring our identities and sharing in other 
cultures through all subjects builds the students’ 
communication competency.



Differentiated Instruction
● Inspired by the Universal Design for 

Learning (UDL), our learning begins by 
sparking interest and curiosity

● Multiple ways of understanding, expressing, 
and completing school activities and 
assignments are offered and tailored to 
individual strengths and needs

● Focusing on students interests fosters 
self-motivation and regulated learning

Inquiring about what topics to 
study and how to demonstrate 

that knowledge activates 
students’ thinking competency. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDvKnY0g6e4


Our Year’s PLan: Overview
The Grade 5 curriculum ideas are used in this presentation

Classes Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 

Art and Music Mixed media, lines, bells 
ensemble 

Personal expression, depth 
and layering, choral singing

Digital design, graphic and 
a/v production, small 
ensembles

Core French Personal Introductions 
Fundamental basics

Sharing opinions Food / Francophone culture

English Language Arts Daily Oral Language
Story elements

Narrative and poetry writing Novel Study 

Math Multiplication / Division Fractions / Decimals Measurement and Geometry 

Physical and Health 
Education 

Net / Wall Games Invasion / Territory Outdoor / Health

Science Matter (Chemistry) Body Systems (Biology) Energy and Power (Physics)

Social Studies Immigration / Canada’s 
regional geography
 

Multiculturalism  / Indigenous 
Relations 

Identity, history, and 
significance



Our Year’s PLan (English Language Arts): 

In daily oral language 
(DOL) we play with 
English language every 
day. We correct errors 
and discuss how to 
make a sentence more 
interesting.

Language and 
text can be a 

source of 
creativity and 

joy

Exploring stories 
and texts helps us 

understand 
ourselves and 

make connections 
to others and to 

the world

Texts can be 
understood 

from different 
perspectives

Using language in 
creative and playful 

ways helps us 
understand how 
language works

Questioning what 
we perceive 

contributes to us 
becoming educated 

and engaged 
citizens

Through in-class reading, our novel study 
brings the class together no matter what 
their skill level in reading is. 

Novel study stations encourage 
collaboration and social responsibility.

← A rough draft of our earlier, 
simpler DOL exercises.

DOL builds the academic 
language skills that future 
institutions will look for.



Our Year’s PLan (Social Studies): 
Canada’s policies 
and treatment of 
minority peoples 

have negative and 
positive legacies

Canadian 
institutions and 

government 
reflect the 

challenge of our 
regional diversity

Immigration and 
multiculturalism 
shape Canadian 

society 

Natural resources 
continue to shape 
the economy and 

identity of different 
regions of Canada

Dioramas bring the visual 
arts into social studies 
lessons while exploring 
natural resources and 
geography

Willie, an Elder at Grouse 
Mountain shares stories and 
songs with schools at the 
feast house

Our goal is to learn from 
Indigenous guests as we study 

the FPPoL together

Indigenous literature and art 
are strong learning tools that 
bring multiple subjects 
together



Our Year’s PLan (Health, Outdoor, and Physical Education): 
): DPA enables us 

to practice skillful 
movement and 
helps develop 

personal fitness

Personal choice 
and social and 
environmental 

factors influence 
our health and 

well-being

Understanding 
ourselves and 

aspects of health 
develop a 

balanced lifestyle

Knowing what we 
enjoy and finding 
chances to do it 
helps develop an 

active lifestyle

Developing 
healthy 

relationships helps 
us feel connected, 

supported, and 
valued

Note that the BC curriculum has nothing directing classes 
to learn or strive to excel at any sport or particular athletic 
skill.

In addition to teaching games for understanding and 
cooperation, we will learn to garden using seeds from 
UBC library and our own school garden in the parking 
lot. Our goal is to return new seeds to UBC next year.



Assessment 
● Report cards will use the new rating system

○ Emerging → Developing → Proficient → Extending
○ Proficient generally means criteria has been met, extending means a 

student did something I hadn’t thought of

● Everything a student does is assessed
○ If criteria was given, the report card rating system is used

■ Criteria may be inquired and determined as a class, and a rubric will 
reflect the criteria (see next slide for example)

○ If not, a check mark and maybe a comment will suffice to show the 
student is on the right track

Peer/Self Assessment
● Reflective journals help students express their concerns and 

share their successes with me
● In most settings, students will have a chance to add their voice 

before receiving marks (see rubric example)



Assessment (Rubric Example) 



Assessment (Comment Example)
Comment:
_____! Very impressive use of 
imagery in the words, and creative 
making the shape of John Lennon, 
it’s like a concrete poem! DW

This poem will receive a mark (in 
this case, extending) in addition 
to the comment, but that won’t 
always be the case for smaller 
assignments



Want to Know More?

Aloysius “Aloy” Anyichie is a PhD candidate who teaches about diversity and 
development in elementary education at UBC. His research is where much of my 
culturally responsive, universal design, and inclusive education ideas come from

Biography at UBC: 
https://ecps.educ.ubc.ca/mecps-aloysius-anyichie-ecps-hdlc-ph-d-candidate/

Research he has either made or referred me to:

Anyichie, A. C. (2018). Supporting all learners’ engagement in a multicultural classroom using  a 
culturally responsive self-regulated learning framework (T). University of British Columbia. 

Retrieved from https://open.library.ubc.ca/collections/ubctheses/24/items/1.0375773

Anyichie, A. C., & Butler, D. L. (2017). A Culturally responsive self-regulated learning framework. 
Link

Kieran, L., & Anderson, C. (2019). Connecting universal design for learning with culturally 
responsive teaching. Education and Urban Society, 51(9), 1202-1216. 
doi:10.1177/0013124518785012

https://ecps.educ.ubc.ca/mecps-aloysius-anyichie-ecps-hdlc-ph-d-candidate/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316918740_A_Culturally_Responsive_Self-Regulated_Learning_Framework


Thank you all and see you 
soon!

Tel: 604-970-5389
Emails: 
denis.walsh@burnabyschools.ca
dddenis_walsh@hotmail.com
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